Abstract. Locating the source of information diffusion on the social network is a challenging and significant task. It is important to control the spread of wrong information on the social network. An existing method is to observe a few nodes in the network and estimate the location of the source from the data recorded by the observed nodes. The locating effect depends on the positions of the observed nodes. In this paper, we try to find a way to choose the observers that can locate the source earlier. Then we provide a timely observer deployment algorithm to solve the problem. Its basic idea is to use the average distance between every non-observer node and its nearest observer to measure the timeliness of an observers set. We carry out simulation experiments on model networks, the results show that the observers chosen by the algorithm can locate the source more timely.
Introduction
In recent years, spreading of information through online social networks is ubiquitous [1] . For example, you can discuss the hot topics on micro blog or promote your products through the Internet. But there are also some wrong information, such as computer virus and rumors [2, 3] . An approved way to control the spread of the wrong information is locating the information source timely and accurately [4, 5] . For the huge scale of the online social network, to locate the source by the data recorded by a few observed nodes (this kind of node is called observer) is a feasible method [5, 6, 7] . And the position of the observers in the network has an impact on the performance of the locating method.
Prior works on the deployment of observers are mainly about the way to get the highest accuracy of the locating result [8, 9] . However, we know that the sooner we locate the source the less affected by the wrong information. So there is another challenge is to find an observer deployment method to discover the rumor diffusion and locate the source timely.
Information diffusion model and locating method

Information diffusion model
In this paper, the social network is modeled by an undirected graph G={V, E}, V is nodes set, E is edges set. We consider the situation that G is known and there is only one information source in the network. The diffusion model is modeled as Figure 1 .
In Figure 1 (a), the weights on the edges are the diffusion delay (the time of the information go through the edge), o 1 and o 2 are observers, s is the source, n 1 is a usual non-observer. Figure 1(b) shows that a diffusion process starts from s at an unknown time t s . At the time t s , s sends an information m to all its neighbor nodes, when any node first received m, it will send m to all its neighbor nodes except the incoming node (the node which send m to it). The information goes along the weighted shortest paths. The observer needs to record its receiving time and incoming node, but non-observer does not.
As shown in Figure 1(b) , the diffusion delay of m goes from s to o 1 through the path s->o 1 is 7, and the path s->n 1 ->o 1 is 4+2=6. Because the information goes along the weighted shortest paths, observer o 1 received m form n 1 , not s. So o 1 recorded its incoming node is n 1 and receiving time is t 1 . Here t 1 = t s +6, because t s is unknown, t 1 is also unknown. And the information m didn't go through the edge between s and o 1 .
Locating method
According to the diffusion data recorded by observers, we compute the maximum likelihood estimation to locate the information source. The specific calculation process can be shown as follows:
Step 1, get the spread record data of observers that has received the message;
Step 2, select a non-observer node s as the root, generating a breadth-first spanning tree;
Step 3, assume s as the expected source, computing maximum likelihood estimation ŝ in the generating tree with eq. 1 and eq. 2;
Where, [d] k =t k+1 -t k , t k denote the time observation node o k recorded, |p(u,v)| indicates the number of edges of the shortest path between node u and node v, μ and σ are the mean and variance of the diffusion delay of edges in the network.
Step 4, compute the maximum likelihood estimation ŝ of every non-observer node, the node with the max ŝ is the information source. 
Timely observer deployment algorithm
The timeliness of a set of observers is the time delay from the diffusion beginning to locate the source. When there is one observer has received the information, the locating process will start. So the distance between the first received observer and the source is shorter, the timeliness of this set of observers is higher. In view of every node is a potential source in social network, it can be concluded that the average distance between every node and its nearest observer in the network can be used to measure the timeliness of a set of observers. Because we can't get diffusion delay of every edge, we use hops number of the shortest path between two nodes as their distance. Based on this conclusion, we design a timely observer deployment algorithm (TODA). The algorithm is aim at choosing a set of observers with the min measure. The algorithm is based on the genetic algorithm [10] , and its constraint condition and objective function are eq. 3 and eq. 4.
Constraint condition:
Objective function:
Here, vector (x 1 , x 2 , …, x N ) is a chromosome, gene x i is the state that whether the node o i is selected be an observer, 1 is yes, 0 is no; k is the scale of observer set; N is the number of nodes in the social network. The algorithm can be expressed as table 1. There, MG is the max generation, g(i) is the population of generation i, M is the population size. Table 1 Timely observer deployment algorithm Timely observer deployment algorithm begin t=1; initialize g(1); evaluate g (1); if t<=MG; t+1; evaluate g(t); select fathers from g(t) to g(t+1); if g(t+1).size<M; crossover fathers to g(t+1); mutation fathers to g(t+1); end; end; end; In the algorithm, there are five main operations on the chromosomes in the genetic process.
(1) Initialize. Generate M chromosomes as the first generation g(1), assign 0 or 1 to chromosome genes randomly.
(2) Evaluate. Computer the evaluation of each chromosome in the generation, the evaluation function is eq. 5. 
Fig. 3 Chromosomes mutation process
Simulation experiment
To validate our algorithm, we do simulation experiment on the typical model networks, ER model [11] and BA model [12] . The node degree distributions of these two models are very different even with the same nodes and edges. The former is Gaussian distribution, and latter is exponential distribution. We generate two networks with different network density by each model. Detailed experimental data is in table 2. Here, N is the number of nodes in the network; L is the number of edges; AD is average degree of the nodes; AP is average path between any two nodes; ND is network diameter, the longest path between any two nodes [13, 14] . AD usually used to describe the network density, AP and ND usually used to describe the network topology. [5] , first choose the node with high degree [15] and choose it randomly. On each model network, we compute the average nearest distance with the observer proportion from 1% to 10%, gradually accumulate 0.5%. For degree, we choose the nodes with the highest degree in the given proportion as observers, and compute the average nearest distance of other non-observers. For random, we choose nodes in the given proportion randomly 100 times, and compute the average of average nearest distance of these 100 observers sets. For TODA, we set the parameter as follow, the max generation is 1000 and the population size is 500. After running TODA, we get the observers set and its average nearest distance. Furthermore, In order to verify the effect of TODA, we compute the improve ratio between TODA and other two methods as eq. 6 and eq. 7, in these two equations, Ir is the improve ratio between the two specified methods, And is the average nearest distance of the specified method. All the experiment results are shown in figure 4 and figure 5, figure 4 is the result of BA networks and figure 5 is the result of ER networks. 
An obvious result is shown in figure 4 , on BA model networks, the average nearest distance of each observer deployment on each network is decreased with the increase of observer proportion. On each observer proportion, the average nearest distance of the observers set chosen by TODA is shorter than it chosen by random or degree. In both BA model networks, at the observer proportion 1%, the improve ratio between degree and TODA can achieve nearly 12%, and the improve ratio between random and TODA can achieve nearly 27%, at the observer proportion 10%, the improve ratio can achieve 22% and 34%. Furthermore, the improve ratio is increased with the increase of observer proportion. That is, the observers selected by TODA have a better performance than them selected by degree and random. So we can discover earlier by observers chosen by TODA after the wrong information diffusion beginning.
The experiment result of ER model networks are shown as figure 5 , and we get a similar result, the performance of TODA is better than degree and random, too. We can get the conclusion that the TODA is an effective observer deployment method on timeliness. We can discover the wrong information diffusion and locate the information source earlier by the observers chosen by TODA, and the performance will be better with more observers in the network.
Fig. 5 Simulation experiment result on ER network
Summary
Locating the information source timely is important to control wrong information diffusion on social network. In order to improve the timeliness of locating source method based on deploying observers, in this paper, we pay attention on observer deployment method and provide a timely observer deployment algorithm to choose observers set to locate source timely. In simulation experiment, we select both ER and BA model to generate experimental networks, compared with existing observer deployment method, choose high degree nodes first be and choose randomly, the result shows our method can improve the timeless more obviously.
